Saving money in your business
is our business

business savings experts |
Do you really know how much you spend on your key business costs? In today’s busy and
challenging environment, businesses often struggle to find the time to focus on how much they
spend on their key business costs. That’s where we come in. We are an independent consultancy
that specialises in reducing business costs in a number of essential expenditure areas, such as
Energy, Telecommunications, Insurance and a number of other services. Working on our clients’
behalf, our team of trained specialists establish the most competitive deals in the marketplace.

Negotiating contract renewals can be daunting,
risky and extremely time-consuming. Not only
can we identify savings but we will also take
care of all the transfers and paperwork, leaving
our clients free to concentrate on the key areas
of their business, saving both time and money. In
essence, we add real value by:
• Offering a wide portfolio of services
• Securing the best tariffs
• Making no charge for our service*
• Passing on all savings (our clients retain 100%
of the savings)*
• Providing a full on-going support service
We work with a range of clients from privately
owned businesses and organisations to large
PLCs. What we do is very simple – a no obligation
FREE ‘health check’ of their essential overheads.
So whether they are a single or a multi-site
business or organisation, we will be able to
establish the best deals and what’s more, handle
all the contracts.

All we need are copies of the bills or relative
information for the services to be reviewed
along with a signed Letter of Authority (required
under the Data Protection Act). We will obtain
all the supply or contract information and, when
appropriate, tender the supply service to obtain
the most competitive and suitable rates and
provide a quote analysis or report showing the
savings. Once approved, we will complete all
the necessary paperwork and ensure that the
contract transfers smoothly on the due date.
We pride ourselves on our communication and
transparency and, have designed an online
portal specifically for our clients, so that they
can have access to all of their records at a glance.
We also provide a full on-going support service,
with dedicated Support Managers on hand to
answer any questions and to ensure that any
issues should they arise, are dealt with promptly
and efficiently.

Telephone: 0333 313 0090
Email: admin@businesssavingsexperts.co.uk
www.businesssavingsexperts.co.uk

*Excludes Water & Rateable values
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9/10
Clients save money.

95%
Client retention.

why use business savings experts? |
We liaise with suppliers to manage
and resolve supplier issues
As Business Savings Experts, we place 100s
of contracts each month with our supplier
network, giving us access to the management
levels of suppliers, who have the ability to solve
issues rapidly.

To add value to your business, and to find out
how you can start to enjoy cost savings, talk
to us today.
Our Services include:
• Gas
• Electricity

One point of contact

• Telecommunications

Communication is key and we believe it’s
important to have one person that you can
contact for help and advice. Every client has
a dedicated Support Manager who they can
contact as and when necessary.

• Insurance

Fully managed services
Generally, suppliers terms and conditions can be
complicated, with specific processes to complete
at the end of the contract. Failure to terminate
within a specific timeframe could result in
substantially increased rates. At Business Savings
Experts we manage the whole process, relieving
any unnecessary stress.

• Water
• Finance
• Rateable Values
• Green Services
• Car & Van Leasing

Bill validation
Our Support Managers can validate energy,
telecoms and water bills and challenge suppliers
over mistakes and mis-billing, giving clients that
extra peace of mind, that their invoice is a true
and accurate bill of their consumption.
Competitive pricing
Managing portfolios can be both time consuming
and complicated. Our experience means that
we can identify the most competitive suppliers
for each service in different regions ensuring
that clients take advantage of the most
competitive rates available.
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